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EmMMARY

Vibratory stress measurements were obtained in flight
supersonic propeller for forward Mach numbers up to 0.95.
of the vibratory bending stress was low in relation to the
the material throughout the flight range of the airplane.

on a modified
The mgnitude
strength of
Vibratory

bending stress was primarily once-per-revolution stress (l-P), with some

. 3-P stress evident at Mach numbers above 0.85.

Torsional stresses did not exceed f1,000 pounds per square inch
● throughout the flight range. ~rsional-stress measurements during ground

tests of the propeller indicated no stall flutter when tested in a four-
blade configuration. Ground measurements on a three-blade configuration
indicated stall flutter had begun to occur at a blade.angle of 19.50.

Results of a propeller feathering operation at a Mach nuriberof 0.%
indicated no excessive stresses. Vibratory bending stress did not exceed
flo,ooo ~~ds per Sq-re inch whereas the vibratory torsional stress did
not exceed +~,000 pounds per square inch.

mowcmorl

Airplane propellers can be designed to give good efficiencies at
high subsonic forward Mach numbers. A propeller designed for these speeds
is characterized by the use of thin blade sections at supersonic resud-tant
Mach number in order to attain an optimum advance angle for maximum pro-
file efficiency. ‘1’M.sprocedure yields a desigp that is known as a
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supersonic propeller. A structural and an aerodynamic investigation of
such a propeller is reported in references 1 and 2.

—
~-

In order to study the effects of relaxation of the requirement of
optimum advance ratio on the propeller performance, a propeller has been
investigated in which the advance ratio is higher than optimum Such a
propeller is referred to as a modified supersonic propeller. The modi-
fied supersonic propeller still maintains the use of thin blades which
focuses attention on the vibratory-stress characteristics of the propeller.

The vibratory stresses of major importance are the 1-P and stall
flutter stresses. The 1-P stress is the stress that occurs once per
revolution due to the oscillating aero@amic load imgmsed on the pro-
peller as a result of inclination of the thrust axis. (See refs. 3
and 4.) The use of thin blade sections results in a more flexible blade,
which in turn lowers the natural bending frequency to a value closer to
the opergting rotational speed with attendant magnification of the 1-P
stress. Since the supersonic as well as the modified propellers have
thin flexible blades with low values of torsional frequency, they are
mre susceptible to stall flutter. (See ref. 5.)

This paper presents flight measurements of the vibratory bending
and torsion stresses for a modified supersonic propeller, which are
indicative of the 1-P and flutter stresses. Re6ults are presented for
level-flight conditions at approximately 25,000 feet and forward Mach
numbers up to 0.95. These conditions are representative of the cruise
conditions in which such a propeller might be operated.

Smrs

an airplane normal acceleration, g units

A local angle of inclination of thrust axis with free-stream,
measured at propeller plane, deg

b blade chord, ft

D propeller diameter, ft

h blade thickness, ft

M free-stream Mach number

Mx blade-section Mach number at design forward Mach number of 0.95
—
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q free-stream dynamic pressure, lb/sq ft

‘G x radial location, percent radius

P blade angle, deg

‘O.7r bhde angle measured at 70-percent radial location, deg

3

.

EQUIPMENT

The propeller had a dismeter of 9.8 feet amd was designed for a
forward Mach number of 0.95 and WI advance ratio of 3.2. The propeller
was designed as a four-blade configuration; however, it was always flown
as a three-blade installation. One series of ground tests was made with
the four-blade configuration of 10-foot diameter. The difference in
diameter (0.2 foot) results from the fact that the four-way hub is
slightly larger in diameter than the three-way hub. The blades are solid
and made of heat-treated SAE 4340 steel. The propeller is predictal by
the calculations of reference 6 to be structurally adequate for use in
flight under airplane maneuver load factors up to 2.0. The Goodman
diagram used for this propeller has terminal points at an ultimate ten-
sile stress of 180,000 pounds per square inch and a working endurance
limit of f~,000 pounds per square inch. (See ref. 6.) The blade is
composed of NACA ~6-series symmetrical airfoil sections, and the plan
form is tapered from a 16.1-inch chord at the spinner surface to an
11.6-inch chord at the tip, while thiclmess varies from 5.4 percent to
2 percent of the chord. The blade-form curves are shown in figure 1.
This propeller is a scaled-up version of the supersonic propeller of
reference 1, differing only in pitch distribution.

The propeller has an experimentally determined first natural
(nonrotating)bending frequency of 12 cps and a first torsion frequency
of 97 Cps. It is predicted in reference 6 that the operating speed of
the propeller will be far removed from (l-P) resonance smd there will
be no attendant stress magnification.

The propeller
(See fig. 2.) The
nose angle of 41°.

The prope~er
which was modified

was tested in conjunction with a conical spinner.
spinner has a 17.5-inch base radius and an included

flight test vehicle is the McDonnell XF-88B airplane
by the addition of a turboprop engine in the nose.

(See fig. 3.) General specifications of the airplane canbe found in
reference 2. The turlmprop engine drives the propeller at 1,710 rpm
during all normal operating conditions.
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INSTWMENTATION

*

Determination of Stress

One of the prope~er blades was instrumented with three strain-
gage bridges (fig. 2) for measuring vibratory bending strain and one
bridge for measuring vibratory torsional strain. The bridges were located
on the blade center line, with the bending gages at 31.4, 33.1, and
38.2 perceut radius and the torsion gage at 73.9 percent radius. The
gages were located so as to bracket the positions of maximum vibrato~
stress calculated in reference 6.

A four-component strain-gage bridge was located at each strain
measuring station. The four gages were used to attain the desired
output sensitivity as well as to cancel gage outputs due to centrifugal
forces and minimize the effect of temperature changes. The output of
the strain-gage bridges was recorded on a Consolidated oscillograph.
The galvanometers used to record bending strain -d a resPonse c~e t~t
was flat to 100 cps; the response curve of the galvanometersused to
record torsion strain was flat to 190 cps. A smple record showing the
recorded wave shape is presented in figure 4.

—

Determination of Aq

The Aq factor, or the local angle of inclination of the thrust
axis at the propeller plane (measured relative to the free stream) times
the dynamic pressure, was determined during flight tests without a pro-
peller installed, as described in reference 1. Angle determination is
considered accurate to A0.2°.

General Airplane Instrumentation

The source of static and total pressure for the airspeed system
was a Kollsman ty-pe651 pitot-static head, mounted 1 tip chord length
ahead of the wing tip of the airplane. The impact pressure and static.
pressure were recorded with a standard NACA airspeed recorder. Measure-
ment of airplane normal acceleration, propeller-root blade angle, and
propeller rotational speed was made using standard NACA instrumentation.

.-

TESTS AND PROCEDURE

during engine
approximately

starts at 5,000 feet
25,000 feet. For q-

8

Strain-gage records were obtained
and during essentially level flight at
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the engine starts, the recording equipment was turned on while the
propeller was feathered md remained on until the propeller was operating
at flight idling rotational speed (1,380 rpm). The flight records were
obtained during level-fU@t acceleration to maximum Mach number by
increased main-jet power followed by a shallow dive. The power coeffi-
cient of the propeller during the tests varied from 0.39 to 0.43, the
thrust coefficient varied from 0.12 to 0.09, and the advance ratio ranged
UP to 3.6.

The stress values were determined from visual inspection of the
strain-gage records simply by reading amplitudes throughout the record
length whenever there were significant variations in strain.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Vibratory Bending Stress

The variation of vibratory bending stress, excitation factor Aq,
and normal acceleration with flight Mach number for a typical flight test
at 25,000 feet is presented in figure ~. The variation of normal accel-
eration is presented to reflect the flight path of the airplane, which
is in turn related closely to the variation of Aq, the 1-P excitation
factor. The excitation factor Aq, the product of inclination of the
propeller smd dynamic pressure, corresponds to the flight condition for
which stress was measured. The angle A is the inclination of the
thrust -S relative to the free stresm; therefore, the determination
of Aq does not include the effect of differences in induced sngle at
radial.locations along the blade.

The strain records indicate an almost pure 1-P wave shape for
Wch nunibersup to approximately 0.85. ~s evidence of 1-P stress is
reflected in the variation of vibratcny bending stress (fig. 5) in that
the stress follows the variation of Aq for this Mach nuniberrange.
Above M . 0.85 the stress does not follow the variation of Aq. This
indicates that the vibration is no longer predominantly 1-P because there
are other frequencies present. US is borne out by the strain records
which are no longer predominantly 1-P but contain other frequencies,
especially 3-P.

The ratio of 1-P stress to Aq is predicted in reference 6 to occur
at the 31-percent radial location and to increase in value almost lin-
early from 12 to 14 for the Mach number range from O.~ to 0.95. The
experimental values of stress per Aq for Mach numbers less than 0.85
should agree with that predicted; as the wave shape indicates, the vibra-
tion is predominantly 1-P. The results obtained in flight indicate a
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maximumstress per Aq of 13.7 t 1.0 for the
to 0.85 at the 31.4-percent radial location.

NACA

Mach number range
The value of 13.7

TN 4342
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from 0.75
is the

mean o> all the-meas&ements in this Mach number range while-the A1.O
represents scatter. An investigationwas made in an-attempt to find the
reason for the scatter. The possibility of changes in yaw was considered
and found to be negligible. Also, a brief investigation of the effect of
pitching velocity was considered and found to have no effect on the scat-
ter. The most likely conjecture is that these changes in acceleration
coupled with a possible error in the estimate of the slope of the lift
curve are the major contributions to the scatter.

A check on the vibratory bending stresses that the propeller might
be subjected to through the nornml flight test range of the McDonnell.
XF-88B airplane can be estimated from reference 1. This reference
presents the variation of Aq with Mach number for the range of altitude
and maneuver load factors that the airplane is normalJy operated through.
Use of the experimentally determined 3-P stress per Aq of 13.7 indi-
cates the stress. The maximum excitation factor that could be expected
with the McDonnell XF-88B airplane in the range of Mach numbers would be
1,300 de~ee-pounds per square foot at a mmeuver load factor of 2.Og
at 30,000 feet and a lbch number of 0.75. The resulting 1-P stress would
be 17,800 pounds per square inch. Under these conditions the maximum
steady stress would not exceed 30,000 pounds per sqwe inch. The bending .
stresses encountered in this installation are low in relation to the
strength of the material based on a Goodman diagram with terminal poimts
at an ultimte tensile strength of 180,000 pounds per sqme inch and a *
working endurmce limit of @,000 pounds per square inch. This combina-
tion of steady and vibratory stress would result in a factor of safety
of 2.7. The change in inclination of the thrust axis of the test air-
plane is small; however, other propeller installations such as those
found on trsmmorts, bombers, and long-range fighters experience con-
siderable cha@e in-wing loa&g
stress.

Vibratory

The propeller was predicted

with-correspondingly large changes in

Torsional Stress

by the calctiations of reference 6 to
be free of flutter throughout the operational range of the airplane.
This prediction was borne out by the flight test program. Torsional
stress data were obtained from the strain measurement at the 73”9-Percent
radial location. The measurement of torsional stress did not exceed
~1,~() po~ds per Sqwre in& throughout the flight range.

The results
ground tests for
sented in figure

of vibratory torsional stress measurements during
a three-blade and four-bide configuration are pre-
6. The three-blade propeller was pertly stalled and .

●
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had begun to flutter at a blade angle of 19.5° as evidenced by the rapid
stress rise and from examination of the recorded wave shape. The record“w
showed the characteristic rapid rise in stress at a frequency of 100 cps
compared with the calculated natural torsional.frequency of 100 cps in
reference 6. The four-blade configuration, which was tested on the ground
only, absorbed maximum power (2,5U0 horsepower) without any evidence of
flutter. The blade angle was not advanced beyond 19.6° as the engine
reached its maximum allowable temperature at this setting. Since the
propeller was designed for a four-blade installation, although flown
with only three blades, the design is considered flutter-free for all
operating conditions.

Eugine-Start Condition

A time history of the vibratory bending stress, blade angle, and
rotational speed during an air start of the engine is presented in
figure 7. The start occurred at an altitude of 5,000 feet at an airspeed
of 250 miles per hour. The start resulted in a maximum vibratory stress
of t6,000 pounds per square inch. This stress occurs during the time
the propeller is windmilling and accelerating the engine to starting
speed. llherotational speed is approximately 200 rpm and the blade angle
has Just reached its starting angle of 62°. The peak stress level appears
to be a result of four-per-revolution (4-P) resonance in the first mode.
The wave shape of the stress record indicates a strong 4-P component on
top of the basic 1-P component. The k-p component appears and the over-
all stress builds up rapidly to a peak and decreases equally fast as the
4-P component disappears. The leveling off of the rotational speed and
stress occurs while the engine control system is firing the engine. The
rapid rise in rotational speed after ~ seconds indicates that the engine
has started, and the rotational speed rises until flight idling rota-
tional speed is attained (1,380 rpm). l%e nmmenta~ decrease in stress
during this time is due to the airplane trim change, and corresponding
change in 1-P excitation, that occurs during an air start. The torsion
stress does not exceed fi,000 pounds per sqpare inch during the start.

Propeller Feathering Operation

A time history of the propeller feathering operation at M = 0.95
showing vibratory bending stress, blade angle, and rotational speed is
presented in figure 8. The feathering occurred because of a control
malfunction during a rapid pushover into a steep dive. me results of
the feathering operation indicated no excessive stresses. The vibrato~
bending stress did not exceed A1O,OOO poumds per square inch whereas
the vibratory torsional stress did not exceed *1,000 pounds per square
inch.
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The bending stress decreases slightly at the beginning of the opera-
tion due to a decrease in 1-P excitation. l%e rapid rise in stress

—

beginning after 1 second is a result of the increase in blade angle which w-

results in increased incremental angle of attack as the blade traverses
around the disk as well as an increase in angle of inclination of the
thrust axis shown by an increased normal acceleration. The drop in stress
after 3 seconds while the blade angle is still increasing is due to the
low propeller rotational speed at this time: Apparently, at rotational
speeds lower than $100rpm, the excitation is reduced sufficiently that
the stress level drops rapidly.

.. ..-—

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Results are presented of vibratory stress measurements obtained
in flight on a nmdified supersonic propeller..forforwari.Mach numbers ._
up to 0.95.

.

.

The magnitude of the vibratory bending stress was low in relation
to the strength of the material throughout the flight range of the air-

.

plane. Vibratory bending stress was primarily once-per-revolution stress
(l-P), with some 3-P stress evident at Mach numbers above 0.85. Tbr-
sional stresses did not exceed fi,000 pounds per square inch. e

Torsional stress measurements during ground tests of the propeller
indicated no stall flutter when tested in a four-blade configuration.

k—

Ground measurements on a three-blade configuration indicated stall flutter
‘hadbegun to occur at a blade angle of 19.7.

Results of a propeller feathering operation at a Mach number of 0.95
indicated no excessive stresses. Vibratory bending stress did not exceed
flO,oor)pounds per square inch whereas the vibratory torsional StI?f2SS

—

did not exceed A1,000 pounds per square inch.

Langley Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Cormnitteefor Aeronautics,

Langley Field, Vs., January 28, 1958.

.
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P57-2258
Figure 2.- Photograph of modified supersonic propeller and conical

spinner installed on test airplane.
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Figure 3.-
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Photograph of McDonnell XF-88B d..rplane Awing test propeller installation. &
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Figure 4..- ~ical wave fihape of vibratory bending recoxd. M E 0.75.
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Figure 5.- Variation with Mach number of vibratory bending stress, exci-
tation factor Aq, and normal acceleration for a typical flight run.
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